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From  the  road  to  Emmaus  
Newsletter of the Emmaus Monastic Community in Tasmania
Spring Edition 2013

On the way …

“… on the margins
of the church and
the world … and at
the heart of both”

Exciting things have been
happening since our previous
newsletter: we’ve been to Bose
again for a month, including a visit
to the new community of San
Masseo, Assisi; Br Matthew of Taizé
paid a brief visit just before we left
for Bose; and our building process
is moving steadily forward, with
stage one complete (albeit a little
later than we’d anticipated).
Let’s begin at the end, with the
building project to date. Things
are progressing steadily; and we
are very grateful to our friend,
Hugh Maguire, who has been

overseeing the architectural
side of things. He’s done a great
job. If you need an architect,
call Hugh – he’s brilliant!
We had hoped that the work
would be done by the time we
were due to fly to Italy to visit
the brothers and sisters in Bose,
but it was not to be. While we
were a bit disappointed, we
were not overly surprised. All
kinds of things happened
(including unfavourable, indeed
dangerous, weather) delaying
things by well over a month. If
you’ve ever built anything, I’m
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sure that sounds familiar. But we
are happy with the end result;
and we hope that when you get
a chance you will come and see
it for yourself.
Now the next phase of building
begins – “retrofitting” and finishing
the existing buildings for our
needs, landscaping, expanding
the gardens and planting
orchards, and learning how to
build using materials from the land
(stone, straw, wood, mud, etc).
So come prepared to do some
work when you visit!
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A visit from Br Matthew of Taizé
The day before we were due to fly
to Italy, Br Matthew from the
ecumenical monastic community
of Taizé paid us a visit. We knew
Matthew from our own visit to
Taizé in 2009.

Village church in Taizé

Matthew was coming to Tasmania
at the invitation of the Tasmanian
Council of Churches, organized
by Rev Bob Faser. As part of his
visit, Matthew was invited by
Catholic Youth Ministry to lead a
prayer gathering at Guilford
Young College, followed by “Pints
of Faith” in Hobart. Rachelle Smith
and Michael Hangan of CYM
asked us to be involved; so,

knowing Br Matthew, we invited
him to visit us and see how far
things had progressed.
Matthew very kindly and
promptly agreed, so Bob drove
him to our place straight from
the airport. We had a very
pleasant visit. We first prayed
together Midday Prayer from our
daily prayer and then shared a
lunch, after which we took a
tour of Epiphany.
On parting, Matthew asked us
to pray for his community & he
promised to keep us in prayer.
That is the most important and

life-giving bond that unites
Christians, and we thank God for
it. Matthew also gave us two
beautiful books about Brother
Roger, the founder of the
community of Taizé, which we
deeply appreciate.
Later that day we met with
some forty or so people (mostly
our young friends around
Hobart) at GYC for prayer, and
then proceeded to the pub for
“Pints of Faith” – an idea that
Matthew (being an Englishman)
took to with (sober) enthusiasm!
It was a great way to prepare
for our trip to Bose.

Our visit to Bose 2013
San Masseo, Assisi

As always, it was good to come home to Bose and
be with our brothers and sisters, to share in their
prayer and work and community life.
We were unable to go last year, and we felt it; but
once we got there again this year, it was almost as
though we had never left – everything felt so right
and familiar and so very much like home. It was just
good to be in the community, with whom we have
come to feel at one in Christ over the last four years,
including a few new faces – five new sisters and
three new brothers have joined the community since
our last visit, and what fine young people they are!
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Guesthouse at San Masseo

The crypt at San Masseo, Assisi

All expressed a warm interest in what we have been
doing and how things have been developing in
Tasmania for us. On our last evening there I spoke to
the English speakers for about an hour, telling them
all about Tasmania. They were keenly interested;
and, God willing, in a couple of years’ time some of

Telling the Bose community about Tasmania
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them will come and help us in growing our own
community here.
At our meeting with Brother Enzo, he unhesitatingly
accepted our invitation and request for help in a few
years’ time. At present Bose has four “fraternities” in
Italy, most of them recent and in need of support as
they establish themselves, including a new sisters’
community near Rome.
We were delighted to be at Bose just in time to see
the four sisters before they embarked on this
important moment in the life of the community. They
are daily and specially in our prayers.
And so are the brothers in Assisi, with whom we spent
a wonderful week. It was a mini pilgrimage for us,
spending hours each day walking the countryside
and through the old city of the Poverello. Many
thanks to the brothers for their hospitality!

With Brother Enzo
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More photos of the extension to the house, and of the chapel
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